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“It is better to look good than to
feel good” a TV character once
jokingly cautioned. But for Dr.
Jaime Vasquez, it’s not really a
question of choosing one or the
other. 

Vasquez has performed cosmet-
ic procedures in his Cedar
Springs-area clinic for about five
years, initially motivated to help
his patients with HIV look their
best.

“It’s more than just cosmetic,”
he says. There is a psychological
component, especially in restoring
the face to its prior luster, that is
essential for those with HIV to for-
get about the disease: “I compare
it to breast reconstruction after a
mastectomy.” 

Which is one reason why it has
always irked Vasquez that the
Food & Drug Administration has
been slow to acknowledge the
health element in looking good.

For instance, the FDA calls
Sculptra a cosmetic treatment,
even though it is only indicated in
the U.S. for HIV-related lipoatro-
phy. But due to its “cosmetic” sta-
tus, most insurance companies
won’t recognize it.

“Hopefully, if we get more peo-
ple hounding the insurance com-
panies,” that will change,
Vasquez says. Until then, he notes
there is a sliding scale for the
product for patients who can’t

afford the price.
But while his cosmetic work was

driven by his HIV patients,
Vasquez happily performs his
services for anyone who wants to
look their best. He shared facts
about some of the most common
treatments — and some newer
ones.

Botox. Most people are prob-
ably familiar, if only by reputa-
tion, with Botox, the botulism toxin
injected to reduce wrinkles and
frown lines by paralyzing the
facial muscles. Unlike Sculptra,
anyone can use it. But while
crow’s feet often come with age,
Vasquez has seen a change in
those seeking Botox.

“Many of my patients are Baby-
Boomers age — in their 40s —
but younger women and gay men
are starting out in the 20s or early
30s,” Vasquez says. They often
begin with Botox before moving
on to other procedures. A treat-
ment usually last three to five
months.

Restylane and Juvederm.
Remember the scene from “The

First Wives Club” where Goldie
Hawn gets collagen injected into
her lips until they swell like bicycle
tires? That’s old school by today’s
medical standards, Vasquez says.

Old animal-based collagen has
given way to products like Resty-
lane an Juvederm, fillers that
mimic the hylauronic acid that
occurs naturally in humans when
they are younger. 

“Hylauronic acid gives us our
plumpness as babies, like the fat
in baby cheeks,” Vasquez says.
“As we age, we lose it.” Because
they are non-animal-based and
not a drug like Botox, there are
virtually no allergic reactions to
either product. They do not
change your body, but merely fill
in the trouble areas.

Treatment consists of injections
into the skin to restore volume and
decrease lines. Juvederm is espe-
cially formulated to diminish the
nasolabial folds — the groves that
run from the nose to the sides of
the lips. 

Restylane usually lasts for four
to six months; Juvederm lasts up to

Looking good!

Jaime Vasquez
began cosmetic 

medicine as a 
service to his HIV

patients, but anyone
can benefit from the

new generation of
anti-aging products

By Arnold Wayne Jones 

Jaime Vasquez

WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF
FACIAL WASTING?

It’s often reported that lipoatrophy

among the HIV-positive is the result of

the “cocktail” — the drugs that stave

off AIDS. But Vasquez says the evi-

dence is less than certain.

“It can be medication, or the virus

itself, or a combination of the two,” he

says. And he says don’t discount

genetics.

Whatever the cause, the technical

term for the effect is HIV-related fat

redistribution syndrome. When loss of

fat occurs in certain areas, such as

the face, it is called lipoatrophy,

Vasquez says. Fillers return the effect

of fat loss to those areas.



a year.
ArteFill.  While all the other

treatments eventually wear off,
ArteFill — which Vasquez calls
one of the “new age fillers” — is
permanent. 

Rather than merely filling the
space under the dermis (where
lines form), ArteFill actually cre-
ates substrata that support the
skin. Because it is not absorbed
by the body, its effects are long-
lasting.

There is a catch, of course. The
product “is only indicated for
nasolabial folds, and not for HIV
treatment,” Vasquez says. And
because it is animal-based, “you
need to get tested to make sure
you’re not allergic to it.”

Radiesse. This filler is one of
the newer ones on the market,
Vasquez says, and along with
Sculptra is approved for treatment
of those with HIV, though it also
has cosmetic applications.

Because it lasts up to 18 months,
some have found it a next-genera-
tion treatment. Again, it is primari-
ly intended to reduce “smile
lines.”

Indeed, Vasquez says he is
often asked, especially by HIV
patients satisfied by their treat-
ments, whether the products can
be used to re-sculpt their legs,
arms, even chests. While off-label
uses could, conceivably, do so,
the treatments would be cost-pro-
hibitive due to the must larger
area required to be injected.

And there will be injections.
Whatever procedure someone
chooses, Vasquez notes that minor
side effects — from redness to
swelling to some pain — are com-
mon, if usually brief. 

No one ever said being gor-
geous was easy.

Vasquez Clinic, 2929 Welborn
St. 214-528-1083. Vasquezclin
ic.com.
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PUT TO THE TEST
Most public health officials agree

that knowing your HIV status is as

important as what you do to pre-

vent transmission. Current HIV

tests can detect antibodies in an

average of 22 days after exposure,

although the molecule may not

show up for as long as 80 days

in some people, according to

Brett Camp, associate executive

director of Nelson-Tebedo Health

Resource Center on Cedar Springs.

“If you engage in risky behavior, you

probably need to check every six months,”

Camp says. “That will reinforce appropri-

ate behavior and give you additional

peace of mind.” 

For others, an annual test is recom-

mended. He suggests picking a date, like

a parent’s birthday, that will trigger a

reminder that it’s time to get tested.

There are many options for those

wanting to find out their status. The

Nelson-Tebedo Health Resource Center

has been doing HIV testing since 1988.

Last year, they performed 1,600 tests. The

procedure cost is $20 for an E.L.I.S.A.

test, with results that are returned in a

week. The rapid test, an Orasure blood

test, has results in 30 minutes and costs

$35. Free syphilis testing is also offered. 

“Syph testing is free because of con-

cerns about it showing up in gay male

population and long term effects are

more dire than other sexually transmitted

diseases,” according to Ruben Ramirez,

Nelson-Tebedo’s community health

programs manager. 

The Dallas County Health

Department offers HIV testing for $15

for an E.L.I.S.A. test with results in

three to five days and $20 for a

rapid test with results in an hour.

Tests are also available at your

doctor’s office. Cost, counseling

and referral to HIV services varies

with the experience of your physi-

cian in treating HIV.

WHERE AND WHEN

Nelson-Tebedo Clinic, 4012 Cedar

Springs Road. Tests are done

Mondays–Wednesdays, 3:30–6 p.m. and

Wednesdays, 10:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.

Testing is free at the clinic Fridays, 5–9

p.m. Counseling accompanies test

results. Walk-ins are taken but appoint-

ments are preferred. 214-393-3700.

Health and Human Services, 2377 N.

Stemmons Freeway, third floor, room 336,

8 a.m.–6:30 p.m. Referrals to counseling

and HIV services accompanies test

results. Appointments are preferred, but

walk-ins accepted. 214-819-2800. 

Ramirez says his group also shows up

at clubs occasionally, and has specific

times when they offer testing at bath-

houses: Club Dallas, Tuesdays,  7–9 p.m,;

Midtowne Spa, Saturdays, 10–11 p.m.,

214-393-3700.

— David Taffet
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Been drooling at a lot of inked-
up deltoids on the dance floor late-
ly? Enviously considering  (gasp!)
getting some life-permanent orna-
mentation of your own? Forget
about mom clucking her disap-
proval — you’re actually in the
mainstream now.

According to a recent Harris
Poll, 40 percent of every American
under the age of 40 now has at
least one tattoo, and 16 percent of
all Americans are tattooed — fully
half of those women. Remarkably,
a whopping 83 percent of people
who get tattooed never regret their
decision.

Incredibly, there are more than
327 “tattooing, body piercing”
establishments operating within a

10-mile radius of Dallas, and
20,000-plus tattoo parlors operate
in the continental United States,
with a new one opening every
day.

Obviously, illustrated skin’s
rather unsavory reputation of the
recent past — being exclusively
the plumage of porn stars, dope
peddlers, pirates, pimps, prosti-
tutes, penitentiaries and everything
puerile in between — is ancient
history.

But familiarity can breed igno-
rance, and if there’s anything you
don’t want to screw up it’s ink sol-
dered into your body for all time. 

Virtually all body-ink patterns
are symbolic of something, so
“buyer beware” — wearers should

be careful of the choice they make.
Whether as seemingly innocuous
as a rainbow or obdurately sinister
as a scorpion, tattoos — if one
knows how to read them — reveal
more personal information than
the most confidential CIA dossier
hides in top secret … and it’s
exposed in plain sight. Consider:

Webs, dots and where
you get them. A spider web tat-
too may seem exotic, but it actual-
ly symbolizes a prison term; if tat-
tooed on the elbow, it can mean
that the person sporting it has
killed someone. A black dot on
either side of the index finger
means one is a gang member; a
third black dot flaunts he has mur-
dered a rival gang member. 

Ink goes pink

Your body art 
can say a lot more

about you than you
may realize 

By Howard Lewis Russell

Photo by Arnold Wayne Jones

Jay Westerman, owner of

Obscurities, relies on other artists to

handle the tattooing duties — he

only does piercings. But he’s seen

enough to give advice about what

works when you want some ink.
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It’s witchcraft. The pentagram
is used to protect those who play
around with witchcraft. In inverted
form, it is symbolic of evil incar-
nate. 

Which brings us to a wicked lit-
tle abstract glyph of trefoil design,
influenced by the benevolent
shapes of red clover and bird’s
foot . . . yet internationally recog-
nized as nothing less than the
potential presence of deadly, toxic
biohazard. Maybe not the mes-
sage you want to send on the
dance floor.

Indeed, among many gay men,
this popular trifoliate-shaped tat
represents a quintessential exam-
ple for exercising prudence before
the lights go out. According to one
source who requested anonymity,
“The biohazard’s ‘spoiled cream’
allusion is, perhaps, on a much
deeper level, the ultimate ‘user
beware’ symbol to scare off the
weak — a multi-layered skin orna-
ment filled with ‘self-expression.’”
(An amusing footnote is that bio-
hazard tat is astoundingly popular
among clueless straight men as
well.)

As with all art forms, trends in
tattoo designs naturally fluctuate to
the rhythms of populace. 

Jay Westerman, owner of
Obscurities Piercing-Tattoo Studio
on Cedar Springs and (according
to Insiderpages.com) the highest-
rated of Dallas’ ink emporiums,
receives a fraction of the requests
for the biohazard that he did only
a few years back. According to
Westerman, his five most popular
tattoos now (for walk-in customers,
at least) are: stars, kanji, names,
hearts and astrological signs. For
pre-appointment customers, his top
five requests are all traditional
Japanese symbols: dragons, koi
fish, Samurai swords, geishas and
a myriad of ever-popular Asian-
tinged tribal symbols. 

The number one request among
his lesbian clients is a variation on
the Pride flag tattoo: hearts with
Pride flags, triangles with Pride
flags, and the state of Texas with

Pride flags. For males, stud muffin
pinups, such as Tom of Finland
nudes, are perennially popular,
trailed closely by any and all bears
imaginable, from teddy to Yogi to
grizzly to Pooh.

Westerman says the body part
most frequently requested to be tat-
tooed is the shoulders followed by
the inguinal lines (the fleshy area
near the crotch) and the lower
back. 

Prices range from a minimum of
$65, to an hourly rate of $120. It’s
the service one is paying for,
Westerman says.

Bad ideas. To answer that
burning curiosity: Westerman cau-
tions that penile tattoos are a very,
very bad idea. 

“They don’t stay, and the texture
of genital skin is too difficult to tat-
too in the first place,” he chuckles.
“Just imagine trying to draw on
uncooked chicken skin. Tattoos on
the wrists, hands and soles of the
feet don’t stay, either.” Diabetics
should exercise caution, but “HIV
is not an issue as long as it’s not
full-blown AIDS.” 

Westerman and his staff always
prefer to err on the side of caution.
“We imagine everyone has every-
thing under the sun: Herpesgonn-
orrheallsyphillAIDS,” Westerman
calls it. “All universal precautions
are taken regarding the steriliza-
tion of our equipment.” (And don’t
even think about requesting the
new, glow-in-the-dark inks. Obscu-
rities will not touch them.)

Asked what other body parts
one should steer clear from inking,
Westerman becomes emphatic:
“All reputable tattoo artists will dis-
courage below the knees and
below the elbows. We call those
job stoppers — would you hire
someone whose forearms and
ankles looked like a crack house
whore’s kitchen floor?” Additional-
ly, Westerman will not tattoo any-
one visibly intoxicated, narcotized
or notably ill, and discourages
name tattoos. 

“Love don’t last,” he says. But
the tattoo sure will.
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If the promise of an injection
that can make fat magically dis-
appear from your body sounds
suspicious, you’re not alone.
Kristie Stobaugh once shared
your skepticism. And she’s the co-
owner of LipoDissolve of Texas.

But then again, the procedure
LipoDissolve performs does not,
technically speaking, make fat go
away. The company makes clear
they do not promise weight loss.
Instead, the procedure is intend-
ed for body sculpting.

The body has several kinds of
fat cells. The visceral fat — or
hard fat — is difficult to lose. The
only way to get rid of it is exer-
cise. But subcutaneous fat, the
soft stuff right under the upper
skin layer, is easier to deal with,
and that’s where LipoDissolve
comes it.

Through a series of injections
to your trouble area (performed
by a nurse, although a medical
doctor is on call with the compa-
ny), the product attacks the fat
cell membranes and, over the
course of a few days, allows the
body’s natural functions to over-
whelm them. Fluids storm the
area, and the fat cells eventually
implode and are destroyed.

Unlike normal liposuction, it’s
non-surgical, so there’s no trauma
— “no bruising and rippling and

the other things that can go
wrong” with liposuction, Sto-
baugh says.

We decided to check it out for
ourselves. I volunteered to get a
session. (It usually takes as many
as six sessions over the course of
several months, depending on the
degree of sculpting to be done
and the areas the client wants
treated.)

The first requirement was the
consultation, to find out if I was
even a eligible. “Not everyone is
a candidate,” says office manag-
er Carmen Franks. “We don’t
inject everyone.”

For instance, you can’t be dia-
betic, pregnant or nursing, have
allergies to soy or suffer from any
auto-immune diseases (lupus,
HIV). And you can’t take blood
thinners or aspirin for a few days
after treatment. If you’re too
heavy, they don’t recommend a
session until you lose some
weight first.

“The fat will go away, but you
won’t be able to tell,” Stobaugh
says, emphasizing again the
sculpting — not dieting — ele-
ment of the procedure. I qualify,
and begin the treatment.

“You hardly feel the injections,”
brags Edie Smith, a registered
nurse with the company.

Really? Could it be that pain-

less?
Like hell. The needles, while

small, are numerous and can
sting (a topical ointment reduces
the pain, but I was in a hurry to
get it over with and we started
before it fully kicked in).

The most common side effects,
which can begin within a few
minutes but increase over the next
few hours, are said to be a burn-
ing sensation, tingling and bloat
(as the fluids rush to the area).
They will prescribe painkillers for
clients. But my experience was
largely uneventful.

There was definitely bloating
— I felt and looked pregnant, as
if carrying around sacks of water
in my stomach for several days—
and the numbing feeling
remained for several weeks.
There was also some mild dis-
comfort of the burning kind,
though it was like a fever only my
abdomen could feel. And I didn’t
move very fast for several days.
But other than that, it wasn’t bad.

And the results? One session
isn’t enough to reach major
results, but although my weight
stayed the same, I could definite
notice less of a gut. It appeared
to work as promised.

In fact, men generally metabo-
lize the drugs faster and see

By Arnold Wayne Jones

BEFORE AND AFTER: A LipoDissolve

patient with love handles, above left,

and after two treatments, above right.

Forget liposuction.
Dissolving your fat

may be the best new
way to lose inches

without work

See LIPO on PAGE 22

Sculpting without exercise?
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Breaking a sweat while getting
a good cardio workout has
changed a lot over the years.
Gone are the days of throwing on
a pair of short-shorts and a terry
cloth headband, then hitting the
pavement for an outdoor jog.
Ditto the leg warmers and Jane
Fonda videos.

Sure, those are still viable
options, but it’s much more fash-
ionable, efficient and effective to
hit the gym for a high-intensity aer-
obic workout.

The benefits of cardio activity
are numerous. Not only is weight
loss a perk when performed for a
good duration multiple times per
week, but it also helps strengthen
your heart and lungs, increase
bone density and even reduce
stress and anxiety.

The concept of spinning on sta-
tionary bikes as part of a high-

intensity workout class was first
introduced in the 1980s, but
soared in popularity in fitness
clubs during the ‘90s. Today, spin-
ning classes are still frequented in
both traditional formats or new
amped up versions for total-body
workouts with an emphasis on
variety.

Patti Patak became a spin
instructor at the age of 40 after
being encouraged by her own
spin instructor. She teaches at mul-
tiple health clubs and fitness cen-
ters, at least nine times per week.

“I think the music is key to any
group instruction class,” she says,
speaking of the typically high-
energy music that provides the
soundtrack to the near-hour-long
sessions. “You also need to inter-
ject some personality and put
together a program that all levels
of participants can enjoy.”

Eric Pratt, owner of Taddy’s Pet
Services, is a die-hard who’s been
spinning for more than 10 years,
an average of five times per
week. You might even call him a
spinning addict. 

“I enjoy challenging myself to
see if I can take myself to another
level in spin class,” Pratt says. “I
also feel better physically and
mentally.”

So why not just bike through the
neighborhood or around the lake?

“I prefer spinning over outside
biking because of the controlled
environment and the time savings.
Since I have always worked
demanding jobs that consumed a
lot of hours and now, particularly,
that I work for myself in a pet serv-
ices business, I can get a good
workout and feel good in an effi-
cient way,” he says. “I also don’t
have the extra expenses that go
with outside riding and safety
issues with helmets, pads, etc.”

“What we do in a one hour
class can take up to two to three
hours to accomplish in an outdoor
setting,” Patak adds.

The intensity and focus of the
exercise definitely burns a lot of
calories, too. According to Nutri-
Strategy, a maker of fitness and
exercise software, an hour of spin-
ning can burn between 620 and
906 calories on average, depend-
ing on the weight, conditioning
level and metabolism of the par-
ticipant. Sometimes even more
can be expended.

The trend in spinning, however,
is evolving to meet the new
demands of active lifestyles.

According to Everett Aaberg,
owner and director of fitness serv-
ices for TELOS Fitness Center,
“Current concepts favor higher
intensity with an attempt to create
a competitive and often surreal
outdoor riding experience in the
gym. The equipment and bikes
have gotten much higher tech.”

Kelley Gray, owner of Trophy
Fitness Club and the new Pulse Fit-

Heavy breathing 

Cardiovascular
cycling workouts will
keep you challenged

and healthy

By Steven Lindsey

Eric Pratt, above at Pulse Fitness

Club in the Mosaic, is an avid 

spinner, but cycling isn’t the only

way to get your heart racing.

Photo by Arnold Wayne Jones
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ness Club in downtown Dallas,
has taken spinning in a new direc-
tion altogether.

“We have a cardio fusion class
that uses dumbbells for body
sculpting, mini-trampolines, jump
ropes, spin bikes and heavy
bags,” Gray says. “We do this so
the member gets a full body work-
out and it keeps the class interest-
ing because you are not stuck
doing one activity.”

They also have a spin and box
class. As the name suggests, it
combines spinning and boxing.
“We use spin bikes to give a
lower body workout and they
punch the heavy bag for upper
body. We end each class with
core strengthening and ab work.”

The group setting is also benefi-
cial.

“One of the most important rea-
sons why we push classes is
because it keeps people motivat-
ed knowing they are working out
with a group,” Gray says. “It also

keeps the workouts fresh, there-
fore people tend to stay with a
workout program longer.”

The total-body approach means
more variety and provides less
chance of repetitive motion
injuries from doing the same exer-
cise too often.

Though it varies by individual,
Aaberg recommends taking spin-
ning classes up to three times per
week and adding in other forms of
cardiovascular activity and resist-
ance training.

Spinning alone “only produces
one repetitive movement pattern
that will create wear patterns on
the joints if done in excess.”

By incorporating spinning or a
combination class into your rou-
tine, the benefits can be more than
just physical.

“I believe if you feel good
inside it will show on the outside
and that’s what spinning does for
me,” Pratt says. “It makes me feel
good!”

SPINNING YOUR WHEELS
How one man prepared for the

AIDS ride
When my smart-ass friends asked

my how I was celebrating my 50th

birthday, I answered, “I’m dying my hair

purple and riding my bike 300 miles

from Houston to Dallas.”

They thought I was joking. But six

months later, I did it.

It took all those six months to pre-

pare for my first Texas AIDS Ride (the

precursor to the Lone Star Ride Fighting

AIDS). On my first day of training, I ped-

aled as far as my corner and home.

When I got back to my house, I couldn’t

walk up the stairs.

For the next few weeks, I cycled

around the neighborhood until the ride

up the street became easier. Soon I was

ready for the Katy Trail, three miles in

length. A trip to each end and back to

my car totaled six miles.

A few weeks later, I tackled White

Rock Lake. The short ride (circling at

Mockingbird Lane) is nine miles. The

longer route (following the trail across

Northwest Highway) totals 12 miles.

Once or twice a week, I faithfully

cycled around White Rock Lake. At least

twice a week, I rode for an hour around

my Oak Cliff neighborhood. During the

summer, I started as early as 7 a.m. to

avoid the heat.

Early in my train-

ing, I equipped my

bike with a

speedometer, tracking

speed and mileage.

My mileage steadily

increased. I pro-

gressed from the

nine-mile loop around

White Rock to the 12.

Then I added the spur up White Rock

Trail that begins north of Northwest

Highway and follows White Rock Creek

across Greenville Avenue, through the

Park Central campus, under LBJ and

ends at Alpha Road. Roundtrip: 20

miles. A breeze.

Not only did my mileage increase,

but also my average speed crept up. At

my initial rate, a trip around White Rock

took 90 minutes; before the ride, aver-

aging 13 miles an hour, I completed it

in less than 30.

The practice prepared me well. With

rest stops on the ride spaced every 12

to 15 miles, I just thought of the trip as

a series of loops around White Rock.

And the purple hair? Six riders each

picked one of the rainbow colors. The

others just washed the color in. Who

knew they had temporary dye? I had my

crazy hair stylist, Jim Putnam, bleach

my hair and put in permanent color that

I lived with for two months.

— David Taffet
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Everyone wants to be healthier,
but some of us — no matter how
hard we try — can’t extract our-
selves from the spiral of bad
habits like smoking or overeating.
But what the conscious brain can’t
manage, the subconscious might.

Dallas hypnotist Will Smith says
after two or three sessions, he can
usually help individuals or couples
stop smoking. Smith, a board cer-
tified member of the National
Guild of Hypnotists, begins a ses-
sion by talking with the person to
understand the goal. 

He emphasizes that he doesn’t
help them quit smoking.

“I don’t want to help them be
quitters,” he says. Instead, he
helps them stop. That idea is even
more important with hypnosis for
weight reduction. “I help them
reduce their weight. If you lose it,
you’ll look for it again.”

But while Smith says the process
works, he’s also anxious to
debunk myths about hypnosis.

“People think they’re losing con-
trol, but all hypnosis is self-hypno-
sis — you do it to yourself,” he
says. “If you wake up and say it’s
going to be a bad day, your mind

will make it that way.”
Despite the Hollywood

approach, Smith says he doesn’t
put people into trances to treat
them. 

“Most think they’ll be uncon-
scious. Some are asleep, but most
go into a relaxed state,” he says.
For those afraid of what they
might be made to do, he assures
people “you won’t do anything
against your morals, ethics or
beliefs.”

His process involves screening
his clients about what they want
out of a treatment. 

“Each time a person comes in,
they fill out an evaluation sheet so
we can work on what they need,”
he says. During the hour session,
10 to 15 minutes are spent in the
relaxed state; the rest of the hour
they discuss goals and, on subse-
quent visits, their progress.

While two or three visits are
usually enough for smoking, more
are needed with weight reduction.
To drop 20 to 50 pounds, he sug-
gests three to five visits and sched-
ules up to 10 for more weight loss.
While in a relaxed state, Smith
makes sensible suggestions to

help reduce weight slowly: Drink
more water, eat slowly, exercise a
little, have smaller portions, enjoy
healthier foods.

Smith says that hypnosis will
work on most people with normal
mental capacity. Hypnosis won’t
work on someone who is resisting
or on someone impaired with
drugs or alcohol, he says. (By law,
he may not work on drug and
alcohol cessation. In Texas, only a
hypnotherapist, someone with a
medical license, can.)

Hypnosis is also useful in help-
ing people with sports-related
injuries. Much of his practice cen-
ters on pain management. While
new pain has a purpose (it won’t
go away until you see a physi-
cian, a biological imperative to
correct an acute problem), hypno-
sis does work on chronic pain.

“You can lessen your awareness
of pain. If the focus is on the pain,
you’ll feel it more,” he says.

Smith uses an example of how
awareness can change how some-
thing feels. He asks if I can feel my
socks. Suddenly aware of them, I
can feel nothing else. Smith says

Hard habit to break?

Will Smith says hypnosis can be

used to stop smoking, reduce food

consumption and relieve chronic

pain — just don’t think he’ll put

you in a trance.

By David Taffet

Hypnosis can help
make you healthier —

if you really want it

See HYPNOSIS on PAGE 22

Photo by Arnold Wayne Jones
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This exquisite, triple-milled bar
embossed with delicate birds and
blossoms, made from the finest
quality Shea butter, is infused with
aromatic wisteria, jasmine tea,
pomegranate and honeysuckle, to
gently cleanse, moisturize, protect
and nourish your skin, while the
sensually elysian plant extracts of
poppy, mangosteen and cherry
fruit add botanical richness in an
ultra-creamy blend, leaving a deli-
cious snow drop fragrance,
smooth and long-lasting, rich and
healing. Delight yourself as you
revel in bathing bliss luxury, to
remember that once you feel pam-
pered, you are ready to pamper
others. 

Soap. In the world of human
essentials — food, clothing, shel-
ter and sex — soap just doesn’t
make the cut. It —  and everything
from automobiles to zodiac signs,
the written word to the wheel —is
just perfume. 

But for us 21st century beings,
imagining a world without soap
would be tantamount to life void
of oxygen: how could one possi-
bly survive? Soap is the only man-
ufactured substance with which
every human comes into contact
first in his life that remains a daily
necessity thereafter.  

Ironically, in our antiseptic
world — where fat is enemy num-
ber one, and nothing ever tastes
as good as thin feels — it’s amus-
ing comfort to note that nothing

ever feels as good as fat
smells, either. Soap is fat,
traditionally, animal fat:
rendered fat is boiled with

an alkali (wood ash will do)
and soap is the quick, odif-
erous result.

Soap has come a long
way since the Babylonians,
in 2800 B.C., first boiled
oxen tallow with ashes to
produce civilization’s first
crude form of lye. Today’s
scented miracles of translu-

cent glycerin, silky liquids

and fragrant, hard moisturizing
bars are the wondrous endgame
from century upon centuries of
trial-and-error, incorporating such
intermarriage as potassium salts,
sodium and sandalwood, to
metallic radicals and lilac, aloe
and olive oil, mistletoe and myrrh:
a trip down any soap aisle of any
drugstore anywhere on the planet
can literally leave one breathless.

How does one go about choos-
ing a soap from the abundance,
considering that the sole objective
shared by every brand of skin
cleanser is to remove gunk from
our epidermis? We consulted the
expert who’d know best: a drag
queen.

Edna Jean Robinson (a.k.a.
Richard Curtin) is, if anyone ever
was, a modern-day guru on the
subject of facial cleansers. As the
leading entertainer/superstar of
Dallas’ famous Rose Room, Robin-
son knows a helpful thing or two
about harsh makeup removal and
skin care. 

“Choosing the proper soap
comes down to three horrors,”

says Robinson. “The three biggest
problems are: 1) quick removal;
2) no breakouts; and 3) no build-
up of oils. And quick removal is
essential, and safety especially,
when unburdening a lot of eye
makeup.”

“Because of the vehemence of
the makeup needed for drag, it
takes a hearty cleanser to remove
it,” agrees Coy Covington, a Dal-
las actor known for his cross-dress-
ing roles. “My all-time favorite
was Pond’s Clear Cold Cream —
like the regular Pond’s but clear
and easier to use. Naturally the
product was discontinued and
can’t be found by even the most
rigorous Internet search.”

But impersonators are an inven-
tive bunch. Covington notes that
when a suitable remover was not
available, “I have seen cooking
oil, mayonnaise and in one bitter-
ly dire circumstance bacon grease
used. It didn’t remove the makeup
particularly well, but the dog
loved it.”

Robinson claims to have the

By Howard Lewis Russell

Fine-milled French soaps, above, can

be wonderful gifts and gorgeous —

almost too gorgeous — to use. But

drag queens know that Albolene,

below, removes makeup best.

Lather and lilacs

Fancy soaps have
their place, but what

works best for the
heavy jobs? We

asked the experts

Photo by Arnold Wayne Jones

CONTINUED on PAGE 18
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perfect solution. “I used to use
baby oil for makeup removal, but
baby oil is really hard on the skin,
and because it’s not water-soluble,
over time it can accumulate
behind the eyeballs,” she says.
“Albolene is what we all use
now—makeup comes off and
moisture stays in. It cleanses and
moisturizes better than old cocoa
butter, even. [Rose Room legend]
Cassie Nova started us all on it.” 

Covington seconds the endorse-
ment: “It is the only thing I have
found that can cut through the war
paint.”

Asked then about imported
gourmet soaps versus everyday,
drugstore varieties, Robinson is
quick: “Imported soap is for deco-
ration — to make the trailer smell
pretty and look nice. Ivory soap is
supreme,” she champions emphat-
ically. “It floats ... you know, like
me.”

THE CUTTING EDGE
After 16 years as a hair stylist,

Christian Colbert noticed a lot of clients

had the same problems. Hair falling in

their faces, ruining their makeup; bleach

running into their eyes; hair spray sting-

ing their faces. “Shouldn’t there be a

product to protect them?” Colbert

thought. So he began developing a guard

to protect them.

More than a decade later, his Pro-Tech

Face Shields are on the market. The poly-

ester-plastic protector, attached with a

medical-grade, hypoallergenic adhesive,

is applied above the eyebrows and covers

past the lips.

“For contact wearers, it protects them

from hair spray and it’s great for anyone

with allergies,” Colbert says. It has many

uses including “keeping itchy hair out of

makeup, and [protecting against] hair

color, bleach and perm solution.”

After years of testing and perfecting,

Colbert took his idea to the Small

Business Development Center in Oak

Cliff. They helped him with patent attor-

neys and manufacturers and then guided

him through the process of getting his

product on the market.

Colbert invested $10,000 and a client

put in an additional amount. Now available

at some Sally Beauty Supply stores, Colbert

says that more are actually sold by plat-

form artists after demonstrations at hair

shows. A package of 40 sells for $9.95.

Now that he’s about to break even on

his face shields, Colbert continues to

invent products for his industry. His lat-

est product is a curling iron burn protec-

tor. The idea came when he noticed

clients with little burns and scabs on

their neck and ears. This product covers

the forehead and ears with a separate

piece for the back of the neck. The silver

facing is made of the same material that

covers an ironing board and the backing

is a thermal cloth, like an oven mitt.

(Although not yet in stores, Colbert sells

them for $19.95.)

Contact Christian Colbert at DeNovo,

2603 Oak Lawn Ave., 214-219-4100, or

Sally Beauty Supply, 940-898-7500, for

more information.
— David Taffet

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
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NEEDLES? SHOCKING!
Because acupuncture (and the relat-

ed treatment acupressure) have been

around for centuries, you might think

there aren’t many developments in their

usage. But there’s a technique that in

recent years has gained in currency —

emphasis on current.

Electroacupuncture begins the same

way “normal” acupuncture does: with

the careful insertion of extremely small

needles into key places along the body.

But as the name suggests, the proce-

dure differs from the traditional form

with the application of a mild electric

current, which pulses in short intervals

for less than 30 minutes. 

“I use most of the electroacupunc-

ture for my patients with sports

injuries and chronic muscle

tension and pain,” says Karim

Harati-Zadeh, who specializes

in the treatment of such

injuries. “It works great for irri-

tation in the shoulder, knee,

hip, neck and back areas,

including sciatica that does not

respond to other forms of treat-

ment.”

Studies have also been done

that show its effectiveness as

an anesthetic and for treatment

of neurological disorders. 

Patients often experience a

tingling sensation during treat-

ment, but as the saying goes,

that’s how you know it’s work-

ing.

Karim Harati-Zadeh, D.C.,

3906 Lemmon Ave., Suite 214.

214-520-0092.

— Arnold Wayne Jones

HERE’S TO YOUR

(GAY) HEALTH
You may think that

healthy is as healthy does

— that gay or straight,

wellness is the same. But

Frank Spinelli, M.D., sees

it differently.

Spinelli is the author

of The Advocate Guide to

Gay Men’s Health and

Wellness (Alyson Books),

and in it, he details how

gay men can tailor their

health needs to fit their

lifestyle.

Rather than concen-

trate solely on the physi-

cal, Spinelli’s holistic

approach looks at well-

being through mental,

emotional and spiritual

health as well.

To illustrate in part the

uniqueness of the gay health experience,

Spinelli — who has been labeled the gay

Dr. McDreamy for his smoldering looks —

suggests the following “5 Things Every

Gay Man Should Ask Their Doctor.” Have

you asked these? If not, you might want

to consider them:

1. Do you have any experience treating

gay men?

2. Am I due for a checkup or a full

physical exam?

3. Do I need new blood tests?

4. Should I begin getting rectal and

prostate exams?

5. Should I be tested for sexually

transmitted diseases — gonorrhea,

Chlamydia, herpes, syphilis and HIV?

— Arnold Wayne Jones
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results with fewer sessions.
Gynecomastia (male breasts) are
often reduced in three treatments,
Stobaugh says, a double chin in
as few as two. And although
about 75 percent of their clients
are women, it goes in waves,
with gay men especially discov-
ering the services.

“Men respond faster [than
women], especially around the
love handles,” Stobaugh says.
And because men are born with
the same amount of fat cells they
keep throughout life, once a cell
is imploded it’s gone forever
(women do develop new ones).

Still, there’s nothing to stop
other fat cells from eventually
moving in to replace those miss-
ing. There’s only way to keep that
from happening, says Stobaugh:
“Do sit-ups.”

LipoDissolve of Texas, 5001
Spring Valley Road. 972-503-
5476.

LIPO
Continued from Page 10

FAT CITY USA
Is Dallas too fat? It is if you

ask Men’s Fitness.

For the 10th consecutive

year, the exercise magazine has

ranked the fittest and the fat-

test — and once again, Dallas

made the list of porkiest.

Remarkably — or shall we

say, sadly — the survey (which

measures the exercise and

health patterns of 50 U.S.

cities) listed six sites from

Texas among the bottom rungs:

Arlington (no. 2), San Antonio

(no. 3), Fort Worth (no. 4) and

Houston (no. 10), with Dallas

clocking in at no. 6. That’s

worse than last year’s survey,

when Dallas was no. 7 and Houston

was no. 6. Fort Worth and Arlington

were new to the list. (Las Vegas was,

once again, no. 1.)

The healthiest populations are from

all over: Colorado Springs (where many

skiers and military men call home) was

declared fittest (up from no. 3 last

year), followed by Minneapolis;

Albuquerque; Denver; Portland, Ore.,

Virginia Beach; Seattle; Honolulu; San

Francisco; and Milwaukee. No Texas

locales were among the tops — not

that there were many left (did Austin

even figure?).

But even if the Metroplex as a whole

fared miserably, some locals have

something to crow about.

Men’s Fitness also ranked the 15

fittest companies in America, and

Dallas’ Sabre Holdings — the airline

reservation service — made the list

(compiled alphabetically, not in order).

Too bad — if they celebrate, they might

fall off the list and join the rest of us

couch potatoes.
— Arnold Wayne Jones
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he uses that power of suggestion
to carry the pain away.

Working with athletes, he says
he noticed that they didn’t feel
pain from an injury until after a
game. During a game, the focus is
on winning. “If the focus is on the
pain, you’ll feel it more.”

Success with hypnosis varies
person to person. Smith says one
60-year-old man went from three
packs a day to half a pack a week
after the first session and stopped
after the second. “Most stop imme-
diately, some taper off,” he says.

That doesn’t always work. Atti-
tude is essential —hypnosis works
best with motivated individuals
who can focus on a new, positive
direction for themselves.

“Don’t set yourself up for self-
sabotage.” He says visualizing a
longer, healthier life can do won-
ders for your outlook — and for
your physical wellness. 

Visit Hypnosisrc.com.

HYPNOSIS
Continued from Page 14
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